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Abstract. Discussions are an important tool for students to engage with
new content, bring up new ideas and generate knowledge. This paper fo-
cuses on the representation of asynchronous online discussion forums
in an e-learning context and how it influences the outcome of discus-
sions. We compare the results of a traditional discussion visualisation -
a vertically threaded comment system - to the two dimensional system
Discourse, in which every new statement of the discussion opens a new
subthread. We draw our conclusions from a qualitative analysis of pairs
of discussions on the same topic conducted in both systems. Our findings
suggest that discussions in Discourse are more focused and goal-oriented
than in traditional threaded system.

1 Introduction

It has been found that discussion systems increase critical thinking skills [1], fa-
cilitate educational dialogue and provide a means for feedback between students
and instructors [2]. Students can actively participating in debates, contribute
and gain new knowledge from others [3]. In asynchronous discussions students
have time to research and formulate their arguments, which leads to a high
quality of the discussion [3]. Other projects have tapped into the wide range of
possibilities posed to educational purposes by online discussions ([4], [5], [6]).

As of yet, there is not much literature on the topic of representations of col-
laborative learning discourse, and their impacts on the outcomes of discussions.
Suthers [7] describes different forms of online discussions and compares their
influences on the way discussions are lead. Popolov et al. [8] analyse existing
discourse representations and point out their flaws, as well as suggests possible
new designs. More generally, Wright has written about the psychology of layout
[9]. She discusses how layout influences the effort it takes to use read informa-
tion, the influence of layout on the willingness to read, on readers’ assumptions
and on reading strategies. Even though she is not referring to discourse layout in
particular, her general observations apply to collaborative discussion interfaces
as well. Dyson [10] generally describes the effect of typography and layout on
reading from screens. Middlestadt and Barnhurst [11] found that different layout
changes the perception of the content of newspaper articles and reader’s attitude
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towards them. The layout of the Discourse system has already been discussed
in [12].

Discourse, the redesign for online discussions, derives its inspiration from the
Infinite Canvas concept introduced by Scott McCloud [13]. Traditional repre-
sentations of online discussion rely on one dominant dimension (in most cases
the vertical dimension Y) to represent the flow of postings.

Discourse uses both available dimensions to structure and present informa-
tion. Each new statement in the discussion is listed in a column to the left of
the screen. Replies to these statements are arranged in columns to the right of
the statement. As each of these replies can be replied to, each one can have a
column of replies associated with it. The principal structure of the presentation
of comments and replies can be seen in Figure 1.

"Keine Einschränkungen für Inhalte, welche nicht
schädlich ... 
» more (52 words)

moerph / 1 18.11.10 20:46  

Aus aktuellem Anlass und genau passend zum Thema 

http://www.heise.de/newsti...

Das ist dann wohl eher die privatwirtschaftliche Sicht auf
das Thema Netzneutralitaet. Das ganze scheint wohl
aus dem Stadium der Grundsatzdiskussion nicht
herauszukommen, denn offensichtlich sucht niemand
wirklich den Konsens.

replies
1

5

moerph / 2 19.11.10 12:37  

Zwar nicht 100% zum Thema Netzneutralitaet passend,
aber zwangslaeuft damit zusammenhaengend sind die 2
folgenden Artikel
http://www.heise.de/tr/blo...
http://www.heise.de/tr/art...

In denen es zum Teil um generelle Filterung von
Netzverkehr und Inhalten in China geht. Desweiteren
wird ... 
» more (79 words)

bE / 1 19.11.10 17:00  

Das erste Video macht offensichtlich Stimmung gegen
Net Neutrality. Allerdings verwirrt mich das zweite Video.
Das soll ironisch sein, oder wie? 

Falls ernst gemeint, lösen Aussagen wie "The internet
needs more restrictions" oder "I want someone to
choose it for me", bei mir ein mulmiges Gefühl aus. 

Back to topic: Ich habe meinen Provider in Verdacht,
Anti-Net-Neutrality zu verfolgen. Zumindest ist Traffic-
Shaping aus meiner Sicht nichts anderes. Siehe: 
http://de.wikipedia.org/wi... 
Ich will selbst bestimmen, wofür ich die von mir bezahlte
Bandbreite einsetze! 
« less

replies

5

phpwutz / 5 20.11.10 20:33  

Hier mal ein gedanklicher Randfall:
Inwiefern ist denn eigentlich das Modell "mehr bezahlen
= schnelleres Internet", wie es ja von allen mir
bekannten Netzprovidern praktiziert wird, mit
Netzneutralität zu vereinen? Warum darf für bestimmte
Services (einzelne Webseiten zB) kein extra ... 
» more (36 words)

reply

1

bE / 2 21.11.10 23:12  

Michael Krammer, Chef des Mobilfunkbetreibers Orange
meldet sich im letzten Absatz dieses
Webstandardartikels bezüglich Net-Neutrality in

fatgothchick / 1 19.11.10 17:21  

das zweite video ist nicht ernst gemeint. die meinungen
der leute im video sind schlicht überzogen. gezeigt wird
"the new internet if AT&T and Verizon have their way".
bei der englischen wikipedia lässt sich die sache recht
schön bis ins detail nachlesen
(http://en.wikipedia.org/wi...)

phpwutz / 4 20.11.10 20:04  

Wie bereits oben erwähnt, ist Netzneutralität etwas
unbedingt erhaltenswertes. Aber um hier mal den
Advocatus Diaboli zu spielen:
Was spricht denn dagegen, beispielsweise VoIP/IP-TV-
Daten bevorzugt weiterzuleiten, da diese ja wesentlich
zeitkritischer sind als zB Dateidownloads? Unter dem
Namen "Quality of Service" wird das das ja auch in
vielen Firmennetzwerken schon länger eingesetzt.

Quellen: http://de.wikipedia.org/wi...
http://de.wikipedia.org/wi...

replies

3
Moru / 3 21.11.10 21:34  

Alleine schon mal die Tatsache, dass die Pakete
durchleuchtet werden müssen um ihren Inhalt
festzustellen. Außerdem können ja auch
Dateidownloads zeitkritisch sein (je nach jeweiligem
Hintergrund)
Und wenn man anfängt zu priosieren kann man
vermuten, dass die Technikaffineren beginnen ihre Pakte
als etwas schnelleres auszugeben als sie sind und sich
die Bandbreite sozusagen unter den Nagel reißen.

reply

1

bE / 3 21.11.10 23:17  

Ich stelle mir vor, dass auch in großen
Firmennetzwerken kritische Daten verschlüsselt
übertragen werden. Dann entsteht das Problem, von
dem du im Post über den CCC gesprochen hast.

phpwutz / 9 22.11.10 1

Ich weiß, dass _wir_ nicht wollen,
durchleuchtet werden - aber es is
und wird auch gemacht. Das spric
Meinung nach nicht dagegen.

Zum Paket-Fake: Ich gehe mal da
Klassifizierung der Pakete Heuris
verwendet werden - ein paket, da
als eines auszugeben, das plainte
ziemlich schwierig werden. Es se
verschlüsselst wieder den Datenv
Art, dass zB für den Scanner alles
aussieht. *Notiz an mich selbst: S
ausprobieren, falls die Politik das 
wirklich versaut*

*ouch*: "Any ISP maintain that to 
connected to the world, requires t
data sent to and received from the
monitored and regulated"
Quelle: http://www.internetworks.m
(Präsentation beschäftigt sich hau

Fig. 1. Selected items have a dashed outline and are shown with a grey underlay,
indicating that the column next to it displays replies to the selected item

In this paper, we are comparing two threaded discussion systems that were
used in a university lecture in two consecutive years. The remainder of this paper
is structured as follows: The next section ’Similar structure, different layout -
two threaded discussion systems’ offers a detailed description of both discussion
systems. The section is followed by a ’Setting and method’ chapter describing
the approach and setting in which the data was collected and evaluated. In the
chapter ’Evaluation and discussion’, the quality of discussions across the two
systems is compared using qualitative content analysis according to Mayring
[14]. Comparisons are drawn between discussions held on identical lecture topics
in the old system in the first year, and in the new system in the second year.
The paper closes with a ’Conclusion’ chapter, summarizing the findings.
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2 Similar Structure, Different Layout – Two Threaded
Discussion Systems

Both discussion systems are embedded in an online learning support system used
at the Vienna University of Technology. The system is comprised of various mod-
ules like an organizational Newsfeed, a section for lecture slides and comments to
the slides, as well as a portfolio section for each student. A detailed description
of the system can be found in [15].

The system used in the first part of the evaluation was a one dimensional
threaded discussion system embedded in the lecture slide view, that featured
only one level of indentation (see Figure 2). Discussions were started with a
top-level posting, outlining the topic and including statements or questions the
students could reply to, all in the context of the respective slide. Students could
either respond directly to the top-level posting, or start a new thread beneath it.
Replies were arranged vertically under each thread in their chronological order.
Within threads, replies could be directed at the first posting of the thread as well
as at other replies. To convey the affiliation of a reply to another persons post,
students could refer to it, using tags like @username. Hence, the whole discussion
was represented vertically on two levels: top-level postings, and indented replies,
notwithstanding more complex relations between the content of postings.

Fig. 2. A one dimensional threaded discussion with one indentation level. Referring to
other postings within the indentation level is done by mentioning the other persons
username at the start of the reply.

The second system, Discourse, was not integrated in the slides section but
worked as an independent module of the online learning support system. Stu-
dents could either navigate to the Discourse section directly, or via the discus-
sion starter that was still attached to a slide in the slides section, but now only
serving as a link to the Discourse module. The link lead directly to the chosen
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discussion, while navigating to the discourse section showed only an overview of
currently running discussions. The overview provides students with information
about currently running discussions and also if there have been new, unread
postings in discussions the student is currently involved in.

The multi-threaded discussions are represented in two dimensions. Students
are encouraged to post new thoughts and ideas that have not been discussed
yet as new top-level postings in the discussion. All top-level postings are repre-
sented as a vertical list in the second column on the page, with the first column
consisting of a thumbnail of the slide, and the discussion starter. Whenever a
students logs into a discussion, these two columns are visible. If replies to a
posting exist, an information box appears next to the comment, containing the
amount of replies that exist in this thread; how many of these replies the partic-
ipant has not read yet; and a spark-line representation of the further structure
of the thread. Each element in the spark-line represents one level of responses
to a comment, with the amount of bars showing how many replies postings are
in this level on average.

To read a thread, it can be unfolded by clicking the information box. Students
can either unfold the whole thread at once, or navigate through it, layer by
layer. All postings, including replies, can be replied to. Each reply is displayed
in the column immediately to the right of the posting. For example, a thread
that started with a top-level posting followed by an interplay of single replies is
represented as a horizontal string of postings. Only one thread of the discussion
can be open at the same time. To keep track of which comment thread is open
at the moment, the active comments have a grey background for accentuation.
A more detailed description of the Discourse system can be found in [16].

3 Setting and Method

We had the suspicion that a layout differing in key characteristics from the tra-
ditional format could influence the way discussions are held online. In order to
evaluate the impact of such a design, we used different systems in two successive
years to facilitate participant discussions in a university course in the area of
’Informatics and Society’. In both years, we asked the respective students to
participate in identical discussions, against the background of an identical lec-
ture 1 held by one of the authors of this article, Peter Purgathofer. The course is
offered as part of the Informatics Bachelor programs at the Vienna University of
Technology, and is mandatory for all first-year students in the second semester.
Participation in the discussion was voluntary, and general discussion was wel-
come. To promote substantial participation, students were offered points toward
their grade for individual contributions of high quality.

In the research discussed in this article, we focussed on evaluating the inter-
action between students as well as the discussion as a whole, rather than e.g.

1 ’identical’ - Of course, the content of a lecture in ’Informatics and Society’ has
to reflect current events and trends; Still, for the purpose of this comparison, the
lectures can be assumed sufficiently identical
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collaboration or community structure within our system. In her paper, Meyer
discusses different methods of discussion evaluation: content analysis; rubrics;
and frameworks [17]. The analysis of the presented system was done using qual-
itative content analysis, following the approach laid out in Mayring [14]. While
we also applied some quantitative criteria to more directly compare the differ-
ences, we think that the qualitative analysis makes the influence of the different
systems much more explicit.

Coding and categorizing the postings was done by the two authors indepen-
dently, and in a second step the evaluations were compared. Since the interpre-
tation of meaning in latent content is a subjective process, bias cannot fully be
avoided. This two-step process was chosen in order to produce reliable results
and lessen inaccuracies of the evaluation introduced by subjective interpretation
of the postings. In the first step, all postings were read, and a classification was
developed based on the content of the postings and the relation of the postings
to each other. This classification is shown in table 1. In a second pass, we coded
all postings following this classification, and additionally asserted in which way
they related to the respective preceding posting, i.e., supportive, oppositional,
or neutral . Finally, the structure of the discussion was visualized in a directed
graph with type of each posting instead of the text in order to better understand
the flow of discourse.

Table 1. Coding: This table shows a list of possible posting types and their explanation

Category Semantic Example

Statement A posting where facts are stated and/or
external sources are quoted.

’Bill Buxton states that?’

Opinion A posting where the author gives her
opinion on the matter, without specifying
sources.

’I believe we have to?’

Question In such a posting, the author openly poses
a question into the discussion.

’Can it really happen that?’

Answer Such a posting can answer an explicit ques-
tion, or refer to issues left open implicitly
in a statement or opinion positing.

’Yes, it is indeed possible that?’

Materials Such a posting adds sources and/or other
materials relevant to the discussion.

’You can find more information
at?’

Example The author introduces an example into the
discussion.

’Where I work, people usually?’

Clarification In such a posting, the author tries to clarify
an unclear or open issue in the preceding
positing.

’To sum it up, I would say?’

Insight Here, the author expresses a realization of
something that was hitherto unknown to
her.

’Ok, i see your point.’
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The posting types themselves are more or less self-explanatory, and are de-
scribed in Table 3. In the structural visualizations, each posting is represented by
its respective posting type. To visualise the argumentative relation of postings,
we use an arrow, pointing either upwards or downwards. Posting supporting the
preceding posting are indicated by an upwards arrow; postings contradicting
the preceding posting are indicated by a downwards arrow. Some postings are
neutral, which usually means that they don’t really respond to the preceding
posting and can be considered a non sequitur.

Finally, we color-coded postings by author and posting frequency. For the
printed version, all postings of the author who contributed most to the discussion
in terms of quantity are indicated using white type on a darker gray background;
postings by authors who contributed more than once to the discussion have a
light gray background; and postings by authors with only a single contribution
are shown with a white background. Also, the discussion starter is highlighted
with white text on a black background. This makes any differences in repeated
participation between the two representations quite obvious2.

4 Evaluation and Discussion

We applied this evaluation on five discussions held both in the traditional forum
format in the first year and Discourse in the second year. Due to practical
constraints, we can only show the results of one evaluation in this article in
detail. All five evaluations can be examined in detail in the complimentary online
section3 of this article.

Figure 3 shows the structure of a discussion on net neutrality, facilitated with
the old forum system. In the discussion starter (labelled ’initial statement +
questions’ in the visualizsations), participants were asked to watch an anti-net-
neutrality commercial from the National Cable & Telecommunications Associa-
tion4 and a pro-net neutrality ad from Google5, and read a (then recent) online
document6. Participants were then asked a couple of questions, initiating a dis-
cussion of the theoretical value and the reality of net neutrality.

Using the plain forum format, the resulting discussion comprised of 35 replies,
submitted by 34 students, an average of just 1.03 posting per participant. A
single student wrote two postings, whereas everybody else stopped after posting
a single entry into the discussion. Interaction was the exception rather than
the norm; only 10 postings, less than 30%, were written in response to what
somebody else wrote. 21 postings are completely isolated, meaning they don’t

2 For the complementary online version of the same visualizations, the postings of
each author are shown in different colors

3 http://igw.tuwien.ac.at/designlehren/discourse_evaluation.html
4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPIYxtjLFeI
5 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9Dv8OnIwmc
6 The Verizon-Google Legislative Framework Proposal,
http://www.scribd.com/doc/35599242/

Verizon-Google-Legislative-Framework-Proposal

http://igw.tuwien.ac.at/designlehren/discourse_evaluation.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPIYxtjLFeI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o9Dv8OnIwmc
http://www.scribd.com/doc/35599242/Verizon-Google-Legislative-Framework-Proposal
http://www.scribd.com/doc/35599242/Verizon-Google-Legislative-Framework-Proposal
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A: opinion B: materials ↑

C: question D: question

E: answer

C: answer

G: answer

F: materials ↑

H: opinion I: opinion ↑

J: opinion K: example ↑ L: example ↑ M: clarification

+ 21 isolated postings

initial statement + questions

Fig. 3. Discussion on net neutrality using the plain forum format. The black discussion
starter was posted be the course instructor. Posts from the user with most contributions
are dark gray. All posts from users with more than one contribution are light gray.

refer to any posting other than the ’initial statement + questions’ posting, and
are not referred to by another posting. The distribution of the 14 non-isolated
postings is shown in Figure 5.

Counting the links, the single longest chain of discussion is 4, while the average
length is 2.6. 50% of all postings within these discussion threads and 80% of all
postings are end points in the graph, that is, they are not replied to.

A: clarification

A: materials B: opinion ↓

C: statement A: question

D: opinion A: opinion D: opinion A: opinion ↓ A: opinion ↑

E: statement A: opinion ↑ E: opinion ↑

E: question

F: statement G: question F: insight

E: opinion ↑

H: materials J: opinion ↑

G: opinion ↑

E: opinion ↑

K: example J: opinion ↑

L: opinion M: clarification

E: question K: answer

L: answer

E: opinion ↓

+ 7 isolated postings 

N: statement O: statement ↓ P: opinion ↑ O: opinion ↓ N: opinion ↓

Q: clarification

O: insight

P: opinion Q: statement ↓

initial statement + questions

Fig. 4. Discussion on net neutrality using the Discourse system. The black discussion
starter was posted be the course instructor. Posts from the user with most contributions
are dark gray. All posts from users with more than one contribution are light gray.
Please note that due to recent changes in html/css rendering, some elements are slightly
misplaced from their intended position.

Using Discourse a year later, 20 students participated in the discussions, writ-
ing 46 contributions. This constitutes an average of 2.3 postings per participant
- much more than in plain forum version. Of these, only 7 postings were isolated,
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while 39 postings were either replies to other comments, or being replied to by
somebody else. This alone constitutes a much higher rate of interaction between
the participants. 30 comments, or 65%, were written as a response to another
posting.

The longest chain of discussion is 6 postings, with the average length being
3.31 postings. 41% of all postings within these discussion threads and 50% of all
postings are end points.

Figure 5 shows the difference in the frequency of the types of comments in
each system. Using this approach, three differences become evident.

Statement

Opinion

Question

Answer

Materials

Example

Clarification

Insight 2

3

1

2

2

4

19

6

0

1

2

2

3

2

4

0

Fig. 5. Occurrence of posting types in both the traditional forum system and Discourse

– 6 statements were posted (as compared to 0 in the plain forum version);
writing a statement is more work than writing an opinion, this implies a
higher rate of engagement than in the plain forum.

– At the same time, 19 of the 39 non-isolated comments were opinions, 16 of
which were written as a reaction to other postings. While writing an opinion
as a response is much less work than writing one of the more substantial
posting types, it indicates a higher rate of reading and involvement than the
plain forum version.

– 3 comments were categorized as insight in Discourse, versus 0 in the tradi-
tional system. A possible explanation for this is that it is a direct consequence
of the longer chains of discussion in Discourse, which in turn can be seen as
an indicator for more involvement in the discussion.

The visualisations of the discussions using the codified posting types invites
a number of further observations:

– In the discussion using the traditional forum system, participants never
openly oppose each other, while in Discourse, we can identify multiple sin-
gular instances of opposition. Even more, we can see participants answering
to these oppositional stances, even leading to insight in the end. One could
argue that this is what open discussions are about: critically reflect and
reconsider one’s point of view.
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– The large number of isolated posts in the traditional view suggests that
many participants coming late to the discussion had no incentive to read
through the discussion so far, and ended up posting their own opinion or
statement without regard for what other participants wrote. The much more
structured Discourse system invited people to first read what others wrote
before posting something.

– While most participants in the traditional forum system posted only a single
contribution, most postings in Discourse came from students who wrote
more than one contribution. This again shows that the rate of interaction
with the discussion was higher than in the traditional system. The results of
the analysis of the other four discussions confirm these results.

5 Conclusion

Our evaluations show that the discussions facilitated with Discourse display
improvements in a number of essential qualities compared to the discussions
done in the admittedly quite simple, but still very common single-thread system.
While we cannot really shed light on why this is the case, we can formulate a
number of hypothesis to explain the effect. Whatever the real reasons might
be, we think that all of these hypothesis point to advantages of Discourse over
traditional online discussion layouts.

– The much higher demand for interactivity in Discourse leads to a feeling
of more agency. For example, Discourse forces participants to make a deci-
sion whether to follow a thread further, or to ignore it; this choice fosters
involvement.

– Traditional forum layouts suffer from ’context blur’. For example, a feud
between two participants pushes all prior replies away from it’s ’parent’,
making more substantial replies much harder to find. Often, when reading
long discussions in a traditional threaded format, it is challenging to remem-
ber which posting a reply refers to. In Discourse, it is much easier to see and
understand the local context of a postings, i.e. it’s ’parent’ and ’siblings’. A
feud is simply a long horizontal chain of postings, and can be ignored much
easier. This overview gives participants a better chance to find the place and
posting they want to respond to.

– The relatively low number of first-level-postings in Discourse makes it easier
to catch on with an ongoing discussion. This in turn motivates participants
to find a place to respond, rather than just deposit their opinion.

This list is neither exhaustive nor sufficient to explain the reasons why online
discussions can be elevated simply by layout and interaction alone. Still, we
think that our observations support the assumption that the role of information
architecture and interaction design of ICT systems goes way beyond the mapping
of functionality onto a simple to use interface.
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